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Completely revised and updated - see notes below.10 a dose which is an amazing savings in
comparison to what is available on the market. It is a very simple process as soon as you expert
it you can save money and increase your health. and 48 oz. Cheryl takes you step by step to
make a choice of 16 oz. That is a picture illustrated instruction manual that shows you steps to
make your own liposomal vitamin C. of ready-to-use vitamin C. You will learn how to make
liposomal supplement C for about $0.Finally – a way to make liposomal ascorbic acid that is both
accessible and affordable. Become familiar with the best type of ascorbic acid to supply. Perfect
for all you do-it-yourselfers who would like to take charge of your wellness. Consider charge of
your health! It truly is not difficult at all. Cheryl tells you what equipment and materials you will
need and also the safest type of ascorbic acid that's pH balanced for your body therefore you
can be sure to get the most benefit from it.Updates include: How to test for encapsulation,
metric measurements, small and large dishes, info on sunflower lecithin, viability of the end
product, a way to make your own buffered sodium ascorbate, along with discussion of using
pretty much water.
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Great Book! Step by step how to make! An excellent "how to" resource to make your very own
Liposomal Vitamin . I need calculating cups with 1 oz to be sure. had a need to add b-soda but
that's in the publication. I happened to possess a thick plastic material spoon nearly size of
within jewelry cleaner that worked well well. A Good Primer THIS BOOK GIVES Plenty of OF THE
ESSENTIAL INFORMATION TO GET YOU STARTED. The color was like coffee w/cream, light beige.
Today I guess I did it right;I help to make both Liposomal C & How To Make Liposomal Vitamin C
by Cheryl Hines Great reserve. The batch was thin not thick. The book gave me some brand-new
ideas on how best to be more efficient in making it. I used sunflower lecithin rather than
soy...Revise:Got non-gmo sunflower lecithin 16oz $9..42 seller vitamin shoppe, than same brand
where we live, jewery cleaner $24-26 on amazon makes 16oz batch. Good info Good
information, but nothing at all that's not available on the net for free. I've found better
guidelines and details on the web though, especially on YouTube. Cost Saving Liposomal
Vitamin C The writer shows with words and images how to produce two different batch sizes of
Liposomal Vitamin C. She demonstrates and provides figures to show just how much you can
save by causeing this to be product yourself. A short FAQ section is supplied plus some
background information. I'm going to give it a go! I did check the pH to see if it had been high
enough with alkaline sticks &..I came across more in depth info by Googling
documentation/analysis and reports - you definitely have to individual the grain from the
chaff.99 on Amazon, also better deal on Amazon for sodium ascorbate vit C - 16oz $15. and not
believe everything out there.. An excellent "how exactly to" resource for making your personal
Liposomal Vitamin C at home... I've been producing my own for quite a while now. nothing at all
separated. Liposomal Glutathione - End up being Discerning. I zapped a little longer than Cheryl
thought to but don't think it hurt anything.. I actually made my first batch last night... And as
typical there are allot of individuals out there just selling their own products together with the
liposomal C or Glutathione that are unneeded. Complete guidelines, easy to follow and pictures
to help, as well as where to buy your products. A great many other helpful tips for the beginner
who has many questions. Would recommend this book. Just OK Pretty good. It will be more
helpful if the recipe had been stated clearly instead of getting imbedded in prose. Also
providing metric equivalents would be nice. This is for an extremely large batch, so many will
need to halve it. Salty flavor but really pretty good. It answered all my queries on how best to
make lyposomal vitamin C. the Aged Everybody MUST Jump On The Money Bandwagon. Wish I
measured water correct. Want to know about Liposomal? Understand this book. The information
was clearer and more understandable than the hundreds of other expert online language
resources I have examined over the last little while. Short read and right to the point. Four Stars
Easy Good but lacking valuable info about why to use a . Will write back after a month to update.
Five Stars good info One Star Learned about acidity doable Easy read and exactly what I wanted,
will totally recommend it for all those exploring a better health Five Stars good read This book is
good also to the point This book is good also to the point. Good but lacking valuable information
on why to use a ultrasonic cleaner, what it can and which one is effective Simple & You will like
this book, get it. I will also try your tor potency on my next batch..
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